PRODUCT CARE + MAINTENANCE
First and foremost, our furniture is meant to be used! Each piece will grow with you, adopting
personality with experience. The following are some guides to keeping our furniture in tiptop
shape for many years to come.

GENERAL CARE
We recommend keeping the relative humidity in your home at approximately 45% at room
temperature (20°C/ 68°F) to prevent splitting, warping and cracking of the hardwoods.
Use pads/bumpers to protect furniture surfaces from hot dishes, beverages, sharp edges, and
abrasive surfaces. Our furniture comes with furniture pads to prevent scratching the bottom of
the furniture and/or floors.
Lift and place furniture rather than dragging a piece into place.

WOOD
Please note that wood surfaces are light and heat sensitive. For the first six weeks try to keep
surfaces clear of objects to avoid permanent marks as the furniture adjusts to the lighting
situation.
Since wood is a natural material and will have natural variances from one piece to another, they
may exhibit changes over time due to changing environment or lighting conditions.
Wipe spills or liquids from surface immediately with a soft cloth. Wood can be cleaned by
wiping it with a damp cloth, followed by a clean dry cloth. To restore a faded appearance, it is
recommended to reapply furniture wax every 6 months.

STEEL
In most cases, a dry cloth is sufficient to remove any dust that may accumulate on the steel. If
necessary, a damp cloth will remove tougher material build up.
For raw steel and black oxide patina steel, furniture wax can be applied to the surface every 6
months or as needed. The metal is coated with a clear-coat and buffed with wax prior to leaving
our shop. Despite our efforts to prevent rusting of the steel, no protective finish is 100% and pin
rusting will occur overtime. However, a little rust will not hurt these pieces and will add to the
character.
Powder-coated pieces have a highly durable finishes by nature of the process. However, avoid
scratching the pieces. Revealing the raw steel beneath the coat will encourage rust. Felt pads
included will assist in preventing scratches from occurring from any dirt that may be on the floor.
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